Partnership Program Regulations

§1
Definitions
1. WEBD.pl - Globtel Internet Szymon Hersztek, ul. Matecznikowa 2/1 80-126
Gdańsk, NIP: 9570804786 REGON 192519144, at the same time the owner of the
website, offering the sale of services via the webd.pl
2. Subscriber - a person or company using the Services purchased at WEBD.pl,
visible in the register of WEBD.pl customers
3. Customer Panel - a panel available after logging in at www.webd.pl, access to
which is given to the Subscriber after placing an order for Services at WEBD.pl
4. Partner - Subscriber who has separately consented to participate in the Partnership
Program, owned by WEBD.pl.
5. Service - each product purchased via the www.webd.pl - hosting, hosting reseller,
domain, SSL certificate

§2
Item
1. The following regulations define the rules of participation in the Partnership
Program, the owner of which is WEBD.pl.
2. The Partnership Program aims to promote the Services.
3. By joining the Partnership Program, the future Partner absolutely accepts the terms
of these regulations.
4. By joining the Partnership Program, the Subscriber consents to the processing of
his personal data, which is necessary to establish, terminate or amend the contract
of mandate. The data will be processed by WEBD.pl in accordance with the
provisions of Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of individuals with regard to the
processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data and the repeal
of Directive 95 / 46 / EC (General Data Protection Regulation) of 27 April 2016
(Journal of Laws EU L No. 119).

§3
Rules
1. Participation in the Partnership Program is voluntary and free, and the condition for
joining is to register the Service and provide your personal data in accordance with
the facts and join the Partnership Program.
2. It is recommended to promote WEBD.pl services with banners available at
www.webd.pl. Direct use of the Partner's special link is also allowed, but its content
may not be misleading or suggest false information.
3. It is forbidden to promote the Services on websites that contain content that is
contrary to Polish and international law and that contain erotic, racist, fascist,
violent, inciting religious, racial or religious hatred, as well as websites that promote
content generally considered morally reprehensible.
4. It is forbidden to send SPAM in any way related to the WEBD.pl offer.
5. WEBD.pl does not bear any responsibility for the form of promotion of the Services
by the Partners.
§4
Commissions
1. WEBD.pl undertakes to pay a one-time commission of 10% for each completed
operation, and over time this commission can be negotiated. The condition for
negotiation is the number of new subscribers acquired for WEBD.pl via the
Partner's website or link. The commission will be charged only when the new
Subscriber obtained from the Partner's website or link pays the amount due for the
activation of the Services.
2. Any Services that are purchased by the Partner for their own use are not included in
the Partnership Program, and therefore you cannot receive any commission from
them.
3. WEBD.pl does not pay out amounts lower than PLN 100. All amounts due will be
paid at the Partner's express request to the bank account indicated by him. The due
commission will be sent when the Partner sends to Globtel Internet the printed and
signed:
a) a VAT invoice
or
b) two copies of the mandate contract made available in the Customer Panel upon
request.

§5
Final Provisions
1. Breaking any point of the regulations (including the Main Regulations) is associated
with the absolute loss of the Partner status, removal of the Services and loss to
WEBD.pl of the commission not yet paid.
2. Any

complaints

should

be

sent

to

WEBD.pl

to

the

e-mail

address:

sprzedaz@webd.pl.
3. In matters not covered by these regulations, the provisions of the Civil Code shall
apply.
4. WEBD.pl reserves the right to change the regulations. The new regulations apply
from the moment they are published on the website. Each Partner will be informed
about the changes.
The regulations are valid from November 17, 2022

